
THE

ULTIMATE

G U I D E
to 

living FULLY
and 

FEELING whole
(even during tough times)



When my husband suddenly died a few years ago I found myself a widowed single

parent - confused, heart broken, struggling to understand life, and no idea what my

'answer' to life would be.

But I had just enough hope, one little glimmer of light, and that was enough to start

rebuilding my life - one choice, one habit, one step at a time. 

I started doing things like: managing my thoughts, embracing complex emotions to

understand them, eating foods that would give me energy to be a great mom for my

little guy, I stayed clear of toxic people, and kept my wellbeing sacred.  All of these

little decisions added up - they have become my UNBREAKABLE FOUNDATION to

living fully and feeling whole.

grow your life...

P.S. Remember, growth is an on-going journey, and this guide is only the tip of the iceberg. For more
tips, tools, and resources subscribe to my YoutTube Channel! 

You've got th
is!

Karen

I hope this guide helps you where ever you are in life. Whether

you're in the throes of something tough, or if you just need

renewed energy... The way you respond, your answer to life,

starts right now!

I once read, "Life is a question, and the way you live it is your answer." 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqKv1xrPyMaZivWTBvDTmug/videos?view_as=subscriber


Most people don’t understand the overlap of our physical, emotional,

and mental wellbeing. There are foods that can actually help combat

things like stress and depression. So if you know you have to get

through a busy day, maybe you have meetings, or perhaps you're home

and need good energy to keep up with the kiddos; the point is, 

GOLDEN RULE

If you eat like

trash, you will  feel

like trash.

Intentionally pack, or order, healthy lunches to get the

proper energy throughout the day at work. Veggies should

definitely be included! And eat lunch outside if you can -

Vitamin D is a great mood booster, and exposure to the

sun helps our bodies produce more Vitamin D.  Double win!

what you eat will help the way you show up in life!

O N E

ENERGY + CLARITY
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Start your day with a good breakfast so you’re fueled with

nutrients and wholesome goodness. 

Lastly, we all love to snack throughout the day, but don’t

eat trash - it will make you feel worse. Enjoy protein bars,

fruit and nuts, turkey jerky, or dark chocolate. 



Think about the people you spend most of your time with - are they building

you up or tearing you down? 

When we're surrounded by good people, we are less stressed and we find

more joy in life. Not to mention, focusing on healthy relationships and

developing new ones helps us GROW into the best version of ourselves. 

Surround yourself with people who support and encourage your happiness

and growth. Energy is contagious! We are connected through our

experiences, our feelings, and our choices - so stay connected to the GOOD!

THE FRIEND ZONE

Life has a way of impacting our relationships - especially when we

go through a change or loss. So how do we remove toxic people and

bring a close to damaging relationships? 

Learning to find our own closure by choosing to focus our energy on

our growth, our happiness, and the positive people in our lives is one

of the healthiest choices we can make. We cannot control anyone

but ourselves and we can find closure by accepting this truth. 

SOME FRIENDSHIPS ARE FOR A SEASON

FIND YOUR TRIBE
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T W O



MANAGING THOUGHTS

I’ve developed a technique that's helped me tremendously...

T H R E E

There’s a little voice in all of our heads that is constantly running…. and if we’re aware of it

then we can see our thoughts for what they are and not be controlled by them. Our thoughts

impact our feelings and our feelings influence our behavior - our actions. So being aware of our

thoughts is arguably the very first step in choosing how we respond to life.

It’s easy to get caught in a negative thought cycle, especially in the

midst of tough times. Our hurt, disappointment, and doubts can rob

us of clarity and peace and even damage our self worth. So how do

we stop negative thoughts in their tracks?

THE FIRST STEP TO CONTROL YOUR MIND

First you have to stop the thought to help you disconnect yourself

from it. Look at it like a movie you’re watching in your head and

identify anything that’s negative. If a thought is not serving you,

lifting you up, or stimulating positivity - it’s negative, let it go!

STOP = Stop negative thought cycles

SHIFT = Shift to a more positive + productive direction

These practical steps have helped me disconnect from the battlefield in

my mind and release negative thoughts so I can switch to positive one.

STOP
&

SHIFT
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click to
learn more

http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift
http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift
http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift
http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift
http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift
http://karenmillsap.com/stop-and-shift


As humans our emotions can be quite complex, but the more we embrace them, the more aware we

become of destructive feelings - and only then - can we choose a different path instead of being

controlled by anger, sadness, hurt, etc... It's not easy navigating life’s storms but there’s no way

around it; we must go THROUGH it in order to come out on the other side.

CONTAINMENT METHOD

Be willing to do the 'dirty' work -- cry when you need to, be

vulnerable with people you trust so you're not suppressing

toxic emotions, rest and detach in order to reconnect to self. 

There’s no quick fix or a magic pill, and sometimes we will feel

like we've made great progress, then we have a rough day and

feel low all over again. But with practice and patience, we can

learn how to manage our emotions in a healthy way.

WHEN WE LEARN

TO MANAGE OUR

EMOTIONS, THEN

WE'LL NO LONGER

BE CONTROLLED

BY THEM.

If you are in a fast pace environment and can't take a moment away to cry or release your emotions, say to

yourself in your head, "I can't process this right now but I will come back to this at 6pm" - or whenever you

will have some quiet time. 

But you MUST honor that time to process the emotions. Listen to music, face the inner thoughts, allow

yourself to cry, scream, get angry - whatever you need to do to move through the fog in a healthy way.

FACE THE UGLY
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F O U R



The rule of 3 is a simple and effective way to maintain

productivity and also rebuild confidence along the way. If you

find yourself stuck, can’t focus, or don’t know where to start -

follow the “Rule of 3.” Write down 3 things that you need to

do, complete them, and then write down another 3 tasks. 

At the end of the day not only will you have kept yourself

moving forward productively, but you can look back and SEE

what you've accomplished.

THE RULE 
OF 3

When everything seems overwhelming, just keep taking life one

breath at a time - not even one day or one hour, just one breath.

Over thinking can overcomplicate life, which is why we must stay

present and only focus on what is necessary in the moment. 

one breath at at time.

THE RULE OF 3

#SOULCARE

“If you prioritize your day you’ll never be busy,
you’ll always be productive.”
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F I V E



ACCEPT WHAT IS
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When it comes to tough times, tragedies, and

hardships - acceptance isn't a one-and-done

decision.  It's a choice we make over and over again. 

We don’t have to like where we are, but if we first

acknowledge it, then we can start moving forward

with clarity in the right direction. 

“Peace is accepting today,

releasing yesterday, and giving up

the need to control tomorrow.”

| Lori Deschene |

start here

Accepting where we are right now is absolutely critical in our

journey of growth. We can't change what's happened in the

past and we can't control what's going to happen in the future -

so why do we obsessively live in those two places in our mind?

We must learn to accept things that are out of our control

like hardships, other people, mistakes, even little things like -

delays, traffic, unforeseen changes in our plans. Doing this

instantly invites more joy, peace, and balance in our lives.

S I X



HEALTHY BOUNDARIES

LIMIT YOUR CONSUMPTION OF NEGATIVE

NEWS. THERE ARE OTHER, LIGHTER, WAYS OF

STAYING UP TO DATE ON CURRENT EVENTS.

DON'T BE SO
NEWS-Y

TECHNOLOGY + SOCIAL MEDIA

Social Media is a great way to stay connected and

also see what's new. But if you find yourself feeling

depressed after scrolling, then you should create

some space. It's easy to compare what's going on

on the inside to what we see on other people's

timeline - but it's not a true sense of reality.

You never know what someone else has been

through, or is going through. We've all been through

something! Our struggles may be packaged

differently, but the pain is the same.

TOXIC PEOPLE + ENVIRONMENTS

It's so important to set healthy boundaries when we're focused on personal growth and

healing. We can't allow others to poison what we're trying to grow. There are many ways to set

healthy boundaries - emotional, mental, and physical. This applies to people you work with,

family, and friends. Anyone who: spreads negativity, is judgmental, plays the victim, is self

centered, or critical of others needs to removed from your circle.

Protecting yourself from toxicity is about doing what’s healthiest for you, and that's okay.
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S E V E N



It’s common for us to focus on everything around us, instead of focusing inward first.

But if we put our needs on the back burner for too long, eventually we’ll find ourselves

burned out. There are simple habits that can be easily integrated into your lifestyle and

will radically transform your quality of life!

Loving yourself means loving your whole self - your physical, mental, emotional, and

spiritual well-being. There are endless ideas to care for each area like: 

eating healthy foods, meditation, art therapy - painting or coloring, breathing

exercises, prayer, cooking, going for a walk outside…

TAKE CARE OF YOU

LOVE YOURSELF
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When we take care of ourselves first, we can
take care of those we love from overflow.

10 HIGH IMPACT HABITS THAT TAKE LESS THAN 10 MINS

journal or brain dump

spend time outside

listen to your fav music

do something creative

reflect on 5-10 things your grateful for

clean your space

read a chapter of a good book

meditate

visualize one of your goals

eat a feel good energizing meal

E I G H T



When you add self care to your workday, you will feel more

energized and you'll be more productive. It can be as simple as

making your seating comfy and stretching at least once an hour.

It’s also helpful to have a clean, organized space - a clutter free

area impacts your mental clarity! If you can, add some plants -

you'll be surprised how just a couple of succulents can really

change your mood. 

WORK LIFE
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And last, but certainly not least, build in mini breaks. Breaks can

make you happier, more focused and more productive. Science

even proves that breaks at work help us retain information better!

I don’t know why we all seem to hit a wall around 2-3p, but

instead of going for that second cup of coffee, here are some

other energizing suggestions: watch a motivational video, take

a walk with a coworker, eat a healthy snack. Yes, a healthy

snack! While we’re in the work zone it’s super important we are

properly fueled to get through the day - healthy snacks and

water are great sources of efficient energy. 

SELF CARE AT WORK

MANAGE YOUR ENERGY

N I N E



When we view hardships as opportunities to grow, we’ll

no longer feel defeated by them. It’s okay to be sad,

angry, disappointed - but it’s not healthy to live in that

space. Tough moments build our resilience, unpleasant

people and difficult scenarios give us a chance to apply

what we’ve learned, and ultimately we will rise above.

Growth is an on-going journey because life is

unpredictable. Once we accept this, we will then learn

how to flow with life’s ups and downs. 

GROW + FLOW
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Finding your flow is the key to living fully and feeling whole.

In this world we will have troubles, but when we learn how to

flow with them then our joy, peace, and balance will be

unshaken. We can endure discomfort with confidence and

maneuver through trying times with clarity when we have

an unbreakable foundation of healthy habits. 

Be careful to not block your blessings by being bitter and or

limit yourself with your fears. Remember, happiness is a

choice and yes, you deserve ALL good things!

           through what you go through,
that's how you find your            

Grow
flow.

G R O W

F L O W

T E N


